
 Online Video Platform Frequently Asked Questions  

Look for the help button in My Media and the video player for specific support. 

FAQs: Video assignments 

 

Student's FAQs: submit a video assignment 

Can I edit the video after I have submitted it for assessment? 

A video cannot be updated or changed after it is submitted. Any changes made 
to the video in My Media after submission will not apply to the video in the 
assignment.  

 

Do I need to attach a text matching report via Turnitin with my video 
assignment?  

If you are required to submit a written component with your video assignment, 
this will need a text matching report submitted via Turnitin.  

A text matching report is not required for a video only assignment as they do 
not contain text, you can ignore any Turnitin messages if they appear. 

 

Where is the Embed Media button in my text editor, I can’t find it?  

The embed Media button is on the right hand side of the default FLO Editor. If 
you have selected a custom editor like the TinyMCE editor you will need to 
change the settings to use the default (Atto HTML) editor. 

 

  

https://flex.flinders.edu.au/items/bdcd81f3-f3c5-4666-85c4-60be408187cc/1/?attachment.uuid=1a64ade9-573f-487c-bcb4-ae4b62ca46b9
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Teacher's FAQs: setup a video assignment 

Do I need to do anything different in setting up a video assignment? 

Follow the help doc on the help page to make a student friendly submission 
process. 

 

How can I setup a group video assignment? 

The group assignment settings are configured in FLO. See your local eLearning 
team for assistance. 

 

Where do I view student videos submitted for an assignment? 

Videos submitted for an assignment appear in the marks book in FLO. 

Assignment > Grade > Videos. 

 

How do I improve the buffering speed of video assignments in the 
grade book? 

The default gradebook and assignment grading table view settings show a large 
number of assignments at once. This is ideal for text based assignments, but if 
you have multiple videos buffering at once it can slow playback speed. To 
improve the buffering speed reduce the number of assignments shown. Go to 
options, assignments and view 10.  

  

How can I tell if students have edited a video assignment after the 
submission date? 

This system does not allow editing once an assignment has been submitted. 
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